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nadav naveh is a multi-instrumentalist from israel. he is a multi-instrumentalist, composer, producer, multi-instrumentalist, recording engineer, and multi-instrumentalist. he is the founder of the band no trigger, and has released numerous albums and eps. he began working in the music industry at the age of 16, and has worked with artists such as tame impala, read more ryan thomas is a multi-instrumentalist and composer based in new york, ny. his skills include composition, arrangement, and production, as well as live performance and recording. he has played and toured with bands such as no trigger, read more armed with two detection modes, three latency modes, midi control capability, and a brilliant leakage

suppression mode, trigger platinum is more than capable of handling both studio drum-replacement work and live sample triggering alike. in its highly accurate higher latency setups, trigger platinum provides you with phase-accurate drum triggering free of unwanted mistriggers, flamming, or phasing. and with latency as low as 4ms, live mode lets you tap into trigger platinum's amazing sound library for real-time performances. trigger 2 is a unique, revolutionary tool that takes the best features of vintage drum machines and applies them to modern sample libraries and recording software. powerful features include custom sample sets, phase-accurate triggering, sample customization, and multitracking. trigger 2 is a complete
drum machine with layers of samples, midi capabilities, sample editing, and a complete song library. trigger 2 is a must have tool for the drummer that wants to expand his/her repertoire and take drumming to the next level.
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